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unt B’s Place features hand
crafted sculptural pieces,
functional decor, wearable
art, and accessories with a
vintage steampunk and
industrial vibe. Artist
and owner Brenda Caldwell personally
designs and creates each piece, so no two
items are identical.
Her creations incorporate a wide variety
of rather... well... unconventional materials.
A drawer handle becomes an elegant
necklace. Vacuum tubes and wire combine
to create an intricate bird sculpture. Bullet
casings become pocket-sized touchscreen
styluses. Antique typewriter keys, light
bulbs, clock works, cogs, gears, cabinet
hinges, masonry nails, skeleton keys,
miscellaneous metal bits, and other found
objects are transformed and repurposed in
delightfully
unexpected
ways.

After

Whatnots & Whimsydiddles
(and Other Needful Things)
Vacuum Tube
Bird Fascinator

NOW ALSO OFFERING
HEIRLOOM PHOTO
RESTORATION &
PRESERVATION SERVICES!

Hickory Dickory Dock
Drawer Pull Necklace

Pricing determined by scope of work
required to restore damaged images. Contact
me for more information.

Aunt B’s Place

Brenda K. Caldwell, Owner & Artist
32 Skyview Drive
Fort Ashby, WV 26719
Phone: 304.298.3296
Cellular: 301-707-6634
auntbrendac@gmail.com

Drawer Handle and Skeleton Key Necklace

Aunt B’s
Place

www.facebook.com/artbyauntb
www.etsy.com/shop/auntbrendac

Business Card Holder
Made from a Cabinet Hinge

Petite
Salt
& Pepper
Top
Hat
with
Goggles and Clockwork Focal
Set Featuring Antique
Typewriter Keys

Edison’s Angel Pendant
from Small Antique
Machinist Caliper

What is
teampunk?
Airships, goggles, propellers, steampowered machinery, worn leather,
clockworks, and rusty metal gears...
Imagine a world where 19th century style
meets modern technology. Welcome to the
wonderful world of steampunk, an artistic
and cultural movement celebrating the
fusion of Victorian-era industrialism and
science fiction.

Steampunk Dream Earrings

Antique Coffee Grinder Lamp

The term steampunk was first coined in
1987 by author K. W. Jeter to describe
a literary genre in which steam,
not electricity, drove technological
advancements. However, the influence for
this whimsical new-meets-old reimagining
of our world dates back to the 19th century
and the works of such writers as H. G.
Wells and Jules Verne, considered by many
to be the forefathers of steampunk.

Everything new
is OLD again!
Bee Sculpture from
Large Vacuum Tube

